Abstract-In the field of scientific computing, load balancing is a major issue that determines the performance of parallel applications. Nowadays, simulations of real-life problems are becoming more and more complex, involving numerous coupled codes, representing different models. In this context, reaching high performance can be a great challenge. In this paper, we present graph partitioning techniques, called co-partitioning, that address the problem of load balancing for two coupled codes: the key idea is to perform a "coupling-aware" partitioning, instead of partitioning these codes independently, as it is usually done. Finally, we present a preliminary experimental study which compares our methods against the usual approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key issues in the field of scientific computing is the load balancing for distributed computing, which highly determines the performance of parallel programs. A general strategy is to apply a static balancing algorithm before running the parallel program, that equilibrates the computational load among the available processors.
Graph theory can be used to solve the problem of load balancing, with graph partitioning [1] . More precisely, each vertex of the graph represents a basic computational task of the program (related to a mesh element) and has a weight proportional to the task's cost. Besides, each edge represents a dependency in calculations between two tasks assigned on different processors and has a weight proportional to the communication costs between the processors.
In order to balance the load among N processors, one performs a graph partitioning in N parts, each part being assigned to a processor. The main objective of graph partitioning is to divide the given graph into N smaller parts (vertex subsets), such that they have roughly equal computational loads, and a minimal number of edges cut between them. Thus, graph partitioning appears as a fundamental technique for parallelization, that offers high performance by substantially minimizing the total execution time. Unfortunately, graph partitioning is known to be NP-hard [2] , so finding a partition of a given graph is usually based on heuristic techniques or approximating algorithms. Integrated software for graph partitioning exist, such as Metis [3] , Jostle [4] , Kahip [5] or Scotch [6] .
Another crucial issue rising in scientific computing nowadays is that numerical simulations are mixing several models that represent different physics or scales (multiphysics and multiscale models). Here, the key idea is to reuse available legacy codes through a coupling framework instead of merging them into a standalone application. For instance, the simulation of the earth's climate system typically includes coupled interactions between four geophysical components (atmosphere, ocean, land, and sea-ice) [7] . Other examples of applications emerge in the field of aeronautic propulsion where the behavior of hot components is impacted by complex interactions between different physics such as turbulent combustion, radiation and heat conduction. To predict such thermal environments, coupling of these different heat transfer models (combustion, radiation and conduction) is necessary [8] . Combining such different models in massively parallel computations, is still a challenge to reach high performance and scalability. In this context, the load balancing of the overall coupled simulation remains an open question.
In order to solve the load balancing problem for complex, multiphysics or multiscale applications, we use the coupled model definition proposed in [9] , that describes the general execution of coupled codes. A coupled model consists of a number of component models (or components) , that may interact periodically with each other, throughout the coupled simulation, using a coupling framework like for instance CCSM/CESM [7] , OASIS [10] or OpenPALM [11] . A component A represents a model that solves an individual system defined in a computational domain Γ A . Two components A, B interact, and thus are coupled when parts or their entire domains overlap, imposing data dependencies on their models. The overlapping creates a common coupling interface
An example of a 3D coupling interface is given in Figure 1 . The general model of a coupled simulation with two components is shown in Figure 2 . As one can see, a coupled model evolves iteratively in time, entering a sequence of regular and coupling phases. A regular phase occurs when each component computes solutions independently, on its own computational domain. The number of processors assigned to A and B in the regular phase is N A and N B respectively. During a regular phase, each component model uses a different time and space discretization, so the number of iterations performed by each solver may vary, that is k A = k B . That usually leads to differences in execution time between components at the end of the regular phase, noted as T idle in the figure. It indicates the time the fastest component has to wait until it enters a coupling phase. On the other hand, a coupling phase occurs when components interact with each other, exchanging data on the coupling interface Ω AB . Additionally, during this phase the coupling framework drives the overall application, ensuring synchronization among the components, locating data through partitioned geometries and performing the interpolation step between different meshes. Note that the number of active processors for each component during the coupling phase is often lower, namely N In order to minimize the execution time of a coupled application, we identify two important subproblems:
i) The resource distribution problem: Here, the problem is to find a good distribution of the total number of available processors among the components, in order to minimize T idle . The main idea is to assign less processor resources to the fastest component following an empiric approach based on performance studies [12] . That way, the time the fastest component waits before entering a coupling phase is minimized. ii) The data distribution problem: Assuming the number of processors have been selected for each component (by solving the previous problem), we aim to find a good data distribution in order to minimize the total execution time, both in the regular phase and in the coupling phase. In this paper, we mainly focus on the data distribution problem, assuming the number of processors N A and N B for each component is given. Thus, the motivation behind this paper is to solve the load balancing problem using graph partitioning techniques for the whole coupled application and not only for each standalone model. Therefore we propose graph partitioning algorithms that take into consideration the coupling phase and perform a coupling-aware partitioning of the whole application; we call them co-partitioning.
In section II we present related work on the load balancing problem of coupled applications. Then, in section III we describe the co-partitioning algorithms and in section IV we present some experimental results, comparing our methods with the state-of-the-art approach. Finally, in section V we state the conclusion of our research and our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The static load balancing problem of a meshed-based application involves dividing the mesh into subdomains at the beginning of the execution and assign them over a set of processors in a distributed environment, so that each processor has about the same amount of computation and the communication costs are minimized.
A great variety of methods that address the static load balancing problem exists in literature, mainly based on graph model. A popular graph partitioning algorithm is the multilevel K-way graph partitioning [13] , [14] . The multilevel paradigm consists of three phases: i) coarsening phase, ii) initial partitioning phase, iii) uncoarsening phase. During the coarsening phase, a sequence of successively coarser graphs is constructed from the original one, collapsing vertices using edge matching. In the initial partitioning phase, a direct K-way partition of the coarsest graph is computed, using a conventional partitioning algorithm, like recursive bisection (RB) [15] , or K-way greedy graph growing (KGGGP) [16] . Finally, during the uncoarsening phase, the partition of the coarsest graph is projected back and refined using FM-like algorithms [17] , until the original graph.
Although the classic load-balancing problem of a standalone simulation is well studied, as far as we know, there are little work that attempt to solve the load-balancing problem on coupled applications. Nevertheless, some interesting, related studies exist and we briefly review them here.
A similar problem to the one we study is the multi-phase mesh partitioning problem. Multi-phase computations consist of several distinct computational phases, each separated by an explicit synchronization step. In this context, one must partition the mesh such that the computation in each phase is balanced, and the communication cost among processors in each phase is minimized. Methods that solve this problem use the multi-constraint partitioning paradigm [18] , [19] . At first glance, one could consider the co-partitioning problem as several multi-phase problems, each one representing a different component. However this simple representation is not correct, since it does not include the coupling communications between components which indicates dependencies among the multiphase problems. Moreover, this approach imposes the use of all available processors in the coupling phase, that could degrade the global edgecut especially if the coupling interface is small compared to the whole computation domain.
An example of a multiphysics problem is the optimization of gas turbines, as studied in [12] . To improve the results of the standalone simulations that are currently used to optimize gas turbines, they introduce a scalable conjugate heat transfer simulation by coupling a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code with a thermal conduction simulation. Following a case study, they accelerate the thermal solver by assigning more processors to it, compared to the fluid one. Moreover, they propose a fully distributed coupling methodology in order to manage data transfer, data interpolation and synchronization between different components. Indeed, their results indicate that massively parallel simulations (i.e., until 100000 cores) can be coupled through this framework, without severely damaging the performance of the models.
As we mentioned before, climate modeling is another typical example of coupled simulations which involves several interacting components for atmosphere, oceans, land, and seaice. An example of a flexible coupling strategy for the climate model, along with a new coupler (CCSM4) is presented in [7] , [20] . The coupler contains a top level driver that calls model components and coordinates their time sequence to provide greater flexibility in processor layouts. More precisely, the coupler dynamically adapts the number of processors that will be assigned to each component, by iteratively improve the processors' layout, until the time execution of all components is almost equal. Typically, the tunning step only needs a few runs to produce a good configuration with relative small idle time.
Despite the performance gains obtained by the above studies, it mainly addresses the resource distribution problem and not the data distribution problem we focus on. In this paper, we investigate new techniques to overcome the load balancing issues of coupled simulations. Thus, we present new graph partitioning algorithms that are aware of the coupling process, in order to minimize the overall execution time.
III. ALGORITHM
In this section, we first give some background definitions and a formal statement of the co-partitioning problem. Then we introduce some graph operators based upon which we describe our co-partitioning algorithms, called AWARE and PROJREPART, and the NAIVE method used as the state-ofthe-art solution.
A. Background definitions
Consider a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each vertex u ∈ V has a weight w(u) representing the computational load at each processor, while each edge e ∈ E has a weight w(e) representing the communication cost between different processors.
and union of K parts is equal to V . Given a vertex v mapped to the part V k , one notes P [v] = k its part number. A partition is said to be balanced if each part V k satisfies the balance criterion:
(1)
In 1, weight W k of part V k is defined as the sum of the weights of vertices in that part. W avg = ui∈V w(u i )/K represents the weight of each part in G under the perfect load balance, and denotes the maximum imbalance tolerance allowed. A typical imbalance tolerance is = 5% of the ideal weight. The edgecut of a partition is said to be the weight of all edges whose pair of vertices belong to two different parts. The edgecut definition for representing the cost of a partition is e∈F (w(e)), where
This classical edgecut metric is known to approximate the total communication volume [21] .
Hence, the graph partitioning problem can be defined as the task of dividing a graph into a number of parts in a way that the edgecut is minimized while the balance criterion 1 for all parts is maintained. 
B. The co-partitioning problem
In the case of coupled models, where more than one component model is involved, we propose to enrich the classic graph model to take into account the coupling phase of the simulation explicitly. For reasons of simplicity in the remainder of the paper, we assume that only two models are involved in the coupled simulation, though this can clearly be extended to a larger number of components. Subscript letters A, B represent component models, while the exponent notation cpl denotes the coupling phase.
Let us consider that each individual component involved in the simulation, is represented by a graph, that is G A = (V A , E A ) for model A and G B = (V B , E B ) for B. As shown in Figure 3 , we represent the coupled models with the global graph, 
Following the above definition, we expect that such a copartition will provide a good load balancing for both the regular phase and the coupling phase, and for both components A and B, since it explicitly finds a partition for the graphs that participate in the regular phase (G A and G B ) and their subgraphs in coupled phase (G cpl A and G cpl B ). As an additionnal criterion, we aim to minimize the inter-component communication cost (represented by the weighted interedges), which implies to minimize the total number of messages (totZ) and the total volume of data exchanged (totV ) during the coupling phase. 
C. Graph operators
Subsequently, we describe in details the basic steps of the proposed algorithms. To facilitate this description, we introduce some graph operators that produce new graph structures or partitions. Namely, we use the following operators: partition, repartition, restriction, extension and projection. a) Partition: First, we define the partition operator as P art(G, K) → P which simply returns a K-way balanced partition of the graph G (with respect to an imbalance tolerance ).
b) Repartition: Then, the repartition operator is defined as Repart(G, P, M, N ) → P . This operator computes a new N -way balanced partition of a graph G using a former (possibly unbalanced) M -way partition of the same graph, such that the migration volume is minimized as an additional criterion. This repartition operator uses the M × N repartitioning algorithm presented in [22] , that contrarily to classic repartitioning algorithms (scratch-remap [23] , diffusion [24] , [25] or biased partitioning [26] , [27] ) enables to change the target number of parts (i.e., N = M ). The M × N repartitioning algorithm constructs, with a greedy strategy, a good migration matrix 2 C, that minimizes both the total migration volume (totV ) and the total number of messages exchanged during migration (totZ). Then it performs a biased partitioning of the graph G, enriched with N additional fixed vertices 3 connected to the M former parts based on the migration matrix C (Fig. 5) . More details on this operator and its implementation can be found in [28] , [22] . Figure 7 . This method is trivially implemented by using a partitioning routine that handle fixed vertices. e) Projection: Finally, we define the projection operator, P roj(G, G , I, P, K) → P , that finds a K-way partition of a graph G , using a given K-way partition of a graph G and the interedges I ⊂ V × V , with G = (V, E) and G = (V , E ). The key idea of the projection operator is to compute a similar partition of G on G using the relation provided by 2 A migration matrix C = (C i,j ) of dimension M × N represents the amount of data that migrates from a former part i to a newer part j (if i = j) or the amount of data that remains in place (if i = j). 3 When computing a partition, fixed vertices are those previously assigned to a given part, while regular vertices are free to be assigned in any parts. interedges I, that map vertices from V to V . More precisely, lets consider a vertex u ∈ V and the vertex set S(u ) = {u ∈ V, (u, u ) ∈ I}. In the case where all the vertices of S(u ) are mapped to the same part p in P , then u is trivially assigned to this part p in P . In the case where the vertices of S(u ) are mapped to different parts, the situation is ambiguous, and one must select a part for u according to a second criterion, like the edgecut optimization. In practice, this operator is used to compute a similar partition between the two coupled subgraphs G cpl A and G cpl B , connected through interedges I AB , as shown in Figure 8 . In this example, the projection is trivial for interedges (a, e) and (d, g), that are respectively mapped to part 1 and 2. But, it is clearly ambiguous for vertex f , that is shared by interedges (b, f ) and (c, f ), since b and c are already mapped to different parts. As the edgecut criterion in G cpl AB gives the same result for this vertex, one chooses randomly to assign f in part 1.
To implement this operation, we just perform a graph partitioning of G cpl AB in K parts, such that all vertex weights are set to zero (i.e., no balance constraint) and such that all vertices of G cpl A are fixed to their own part according to P 
D. Co-partitioning algorithms
We will now present our co-partitioning algorithms, called AWARE and PROJREPART, and the NAIVE method used as the state-of-the-art solution. All these algorithms are precisely described as a sequence of the graph operators previously defined.
For these algorithms, we use as an input the graphs G A and G B , the interedges I AB (or I −1 AB = I BA ) and the number of processors N A and N B used for both components. Besides, as we do not address the problem of resource distribution (introduced in section I), we assume that the number of processors used in the coupling phase for both components (i.e., N cpl A and N cpl B ) are also provided as an input). Nevertheless, in section IV, we will give a simple heuristic to compute these inputs. All our algorithms solve the co-partitioning problem (defined in Sec. III-B) and compute the output partitions P A and P B , such that P AB = P A ∪ P B .
Let us now give some explanations about our three copartitioning algorithms: a) NAIVE: As described in Figure 10 , the NAIVE method just computes a partition for each graph (G A and G B ) independently, without taking into account the interedges, as it is currently done in complex coupled simulations. This simple algorithm is clearly not aware of the coupling phase. It will be used as a standard to compare against other methods in the experimental study (Sec. IV). In this method, the parameters N (Fig. 11) . It starts by computing the coupled subgraphs (G (Fig. 12) . Here, the key idea is to improve the communication scheme during the coupling phase, by minimizing both the amount of data exchanged (totV ) and the number of messages (totZ). First, the projection operator tries to keep the parts of P cpl A faceto-face with those ofP cpl B (Fig. 9a and 9b) . Then, the repartitioning operator computes the partition P cpl B in a way to maintain totV and totZ quite low (Fig. 9c) . In practice, it injects the newer parts (in the case where N Our algorithms can be implemented with any graph partitioning software that supports fixed vertices. Nevertheless, and as far as we know, this feature is not available in classic tools like Metis or Jostle, but only in Scotch 4 . As explained in [29] , it is better to use multilevel direct K-way (MLKW) partitioning instead of multilevel recursive bisection (MLRB) to manage fixed vertices. Moreover, for similar reasons, the initial partitioning of the coarsest graph should not use the recursive bisection paradigm (see Sec. 4.1.2 and Sec. 4.2.5 in [30] ). As a consequence, we decide to develop our own paritioning routine called KGGGPML (multilevel K-way greedy graph growing partitioning) method, that extends some existing work [16] . As a reminder, the complexity of our algorithms is dominated by the partitioning routine, known to be O(log k.|E|) for MLRB and O(k.|E|) for MLKW, improved to O(|E|) in [31] . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some experimental results on synthetically generated problems for the co-partitioning algorithms presented above. Note that we consider the NAIVE algorithm as the usual method to partition coupled applications, so we use it as a reference, in order to evaluate the quality of AWARE and PROJREPART algorithms.
In the following experiments, all algorithms are implemented thanks to the KGGGPML partitioning routine 5 as explained before. In all experiments, one uses exactly the same partitioning parameters (coarsening, refinement, etc.) with an imbalance factor set to 5%.
In the experiments we use synthetically generated graphs, whose characteristics are described in Table I . The coupling that we perform in these experiments is a simple surface coupling between two cubic domains, using hexaedral or tetrahedral mesh discretization as shown in Figure 6 . Besides, one assumes that all graphs have vertex/edge weigth of 1. In the remainder of this section, we present the results of four experiments, named exp1, exp2, exp3 and exp4, as illustrated in Table II . We repeat each experiment 5 times in order to compute average values for all our metrics. In all our experiments we keep the number of processors for A fixed to 16, while the number of processors for B takes values from the range [16 − 128] .
Due to the difference of mesh discretization between A and B, the problem of minimizing the communication costs in the coupling interface is more complex for exp3 and exp4 than for exp1 or exp2. Indeed, for exp1 and exp2, we use similar mesh discretization (with hexaedral elements well aligned), unlike for exp3 or exp4 where we use misaligned elements (hexaedral or tetraedral). In Figure 13 , we illustrate two examples of mesh alignment in the coupling interface and we show the number of messages that need to be exchanged in each case. In 13a, there is an exact correspondence of one element in mesh A to several elements in mesh B, like for exp1. On the contrary, in 13b, a bad alignment between the two meshes creates possible additional small messages, denoted with the dashed lines, like for exp3 or exp4.
Besides, we should mention that NAIVE algorithm does not control the values of N Exp. Graph A Graph B exp1 cube-hexa-25x25x25 cube-hexa-100x100x100 exp2 cube-hexa-25x25x25 cube-hexa-70x70x70 exp3 cube-tetra-40630 cube-hexa-100x100x100 exp4 cube-tetra-40630 cube-tetra-486719
To measure the overall partitioning quality, we initially compare our algorithms against the main objectives of partitioning, that are the global edgecut and partition imbalance for graphs G A and G B . In our results, they are denoted as cut A , cut B and ub A , ub B respectively. In order to measure the co-partitioning quality, we introduce here some additional metrics that give us an insight on the quality of the partitioning during the coupling phase. Thus, two obvious yet important metrics in this context are the edgecut and the partition imbalance of the coupled subgraphs G respectively. Finally we are interested in measuring the communication costs between the two graphs during the coupling phase, so we also compare our results against totV (total volume of data exchanged) and totZ (total number of messages).
Following, we make some comments on the results of all four experiments, depicted in Tables III, IV, V and VI. A quite obvious but still important remark is that all algorithms respect the global balance constraint for both meshes, ub A , ub B . On the other hand as expected, NAIVE algorithm fails to balance the computational load during the coupling phase whereas AWARE and PROJREPART give a good load balance for both subgraphs, (ub To draw conclusions on the results of totV and totZ, we address each experiment separately. In Tables III and IV , the results of exp1 and exp2 indicate that the PROJREPART algorithm has always better results compared to AWARE and NAIVE as it succeeds to minimize both totZ and totV efficiently, due to good mesh alignment. In Tables V and VI, we illustrate the results of exp3 and exp4 where the two meshes A and B are strongly misaligned. Subsequently, the PROJREPART algorithm fails to minimize totZ or totV , since the projection step is much more complex. In this case, the AWARE algorithm is clearly a better choice among all proposed algorithms.
Finally, we present results on execution time (given in ms in the last column of tables). In most cases, one can see that the PROJREPART method is less than 5% slower compared to NAIVE, while the AWARE method is roughly as fast as NAIVE. We evaluate that our partitioning routine is about 10 times slower than kMetis and 2 times slower than Scotch on the variety of graphs presented here, for a 128-way partition of same quality. It is mainly due to the lack of optimization of our K-way refinement routine, but it correctly handles fixed vertices as required by our algorithm implementation.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we initially give some formal definitions on the co-partitioning problem, i.e., the load balancing problem for coupled applications. We propose to enrich the classic graph model with interedges, that represent the coupling phase of component model interactions. Finally we present two new algorithms, called AWARE and PROJREPART, and compare them to the currently used approach (i.e., NAIVE). Both AWARE and PROJREPART algorithms succeed to balance the computational load in the coupling phase and in some cases they succeed to reduce the coupling communications costs. Surprisingly we notice that our algorithms do not degrade the global graph edgecut, despite of the additional constraints that they impose.
In future work, we aim to validate our results on real-life cases in the field of aeronautic propulsion. In order to achieve that, we plan to integrate our algorithms within the Scotch framework. Finally, our algorithms should be implemented in parallel and should be extended in order to manage more complex applications with more than two interacting models. 
